Recommendations 2010

Results from the 54th advisory board meeting on November 26th 2010

In its 54th session of 26th November 2010, the Advisory Board recommended to the Federal Minister for Education the Arts and Culture the following restitutions pursuant to Sec. 3 of the Art Restitution Law:

- Albert Klein
  Decision Albert Klein
- Salomon Kohn
  Decision Salomon Kohn

Results from the 53rd advisory board meeting on October 8th 2010

In its 53rd session of 8th Oktober 2010, the Advisory Board cannot recommend to the Federal Minister for Education the Arts and Culture the following restitution pursuant to Sec. 3 of the Art Restitution Law:

- Jenny Steiner
  Decision Jenny Steiner

Results from the 52nd advisory board meeting on September 22nd 2010

In its 52nd session of 22nd September 2010, the Advisory Board recommended to the Federal Minister for Education the Arts and Culture the following restitutions pursuant to Sec. 3 of the Art Restitution Law:

- Dr. Ludwig Neurath
  Decision Ludwig Neurath
- Isak Wunderlich
  Decision Isak Wunderlich

In the following case the Advisory Board postponed its deliberations:

- Jenny Steiner

Results from the 51st advisory board meeting on June 10th 2010

In its 51st session of 10th June 2010, the Advisory Board recommended to the Federal Minister for Education the Arts and Culture the following restitution pursuant to Sec. 3 of the Art Restitution Law:

- Richard Neumann
  Decision Richard Neumann

In the following case, the restitution to the heirs or their legal successors was not recommended:

- Emil Zuckerkandl
  Decision Emil Zuckerkandl

In the following cases the Advisory Board postponed its deliberations until the next session:

- Dr. Ludwig Neurath
Results from the 50th advisory board meeting on March 10th 2010

In its 50th session of 19th March 2010, the Advisory Board recommended to the Federal Minister for Education the Arts and Culture the following restitutions pursuant to Sec. 3 of the Art Restitution Law:

- Emil Iwnicki  
  Decision Emil Iwnicki  
- Anna Kutscher  
  Decision Anna Kutscher

In the following cases the Advisory Board postponed its deliberations until the next session:

- Robert Schwarz  
- Jenny Steiner
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